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Abstract— In a packet network, the terms “bandwidth” or “throughput” often characterize the amount
of data that the network can transfer per unit of time.
Bandwidth estimation is of interest to users wishing to
optimize end-to-end transport performance, overlay network routing, and peer-to-peer file distribution. Techniques for accurate bandwidth estimation are also important for traffic engineering and capacity planning
support. Existing bandwidth estimation tools measure
one or more of three related metrics: capacity, available
bandwidth, and bulk transfer capacity (BTC). Currently
available bandwidth estimation tools employ a variety of
strategies to measure these metrics. In this survey we review the recent bandwidth estimation literature focusing
on underlying techniques and methodologies as well as
open source bandwidth measurement tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In physical layer communications, the term bandwidth relates to the spectral width of electromagnetic
signals or to the propagation characteristics of communication systems. In the context of data networks, the
term bandwidth quantifies the data rate that a network
link or a network path can transfer. In this article we
focus on estimation of bandwidth metrics in this latter
data network context.
The concept of bandwidth is central to digital communications, and specifically to packet networks, as it
relates to the amount of data that a link or network
path can deliver per unit of time. For many dataintensive applications, such as file transfers or multimedia streaming, the bandwidth available to the application directly impacts application performance. Even
interactive applications, which are usually more sensitive to lower latency rather than higher throughput,
can benefit from the lower end-to-end delays associated
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with high bandwidth links and low packet transmission
latencies.
Bandwidth is also a key factor in several network
technologies. Several applications can benefit from
knowing bandwidth characteristics of their network
paths. For example, peer-to-peer applications form
their dynamic user-level networks based on available
bandwidth between peers. Overlay networks can configure their routing tables based on the bandwidth of
overlay links. Network providers lease links to customers and usually charge based on bandwidth purchased. Service-Level-Agreements (SLAs) between
providers and customers often define service in terms
of available bandwidth at key interconnection (network
boundary) points. Carriers plan capacity upgrades in
their network based on the rate of growth of bandwidth utilization of their users. Bandwidth is also a
key concept in content distribution networks, intelligent routing systems, end-to-end admission control,
and video/audio streaming.
The term bandwidth is often imprecisely applied to
a variety of throughput-related concepts. In this paper we define specific bandwidth-related metrics, highlighting the scope and relevance of each. Specifically,
we first differentiate between the bandwidth of a link
and the bandwidth of a sequence of successive links,
or end-to-end path. Second, we differentiate between
the maximum possible bandwidth that a link or path
can deliver (“capacity”), the maximum unused bandwidth at a link or path (“available bandwidth”), and the
achievable throughput of a bulk-transfer TCP connection (“Bulk-Transfer-Capacity”). All these metrics are
important since different aspects of bandwidth are relevant for different applications.
An important issue is how to measure these
bandwidth-related metrics on a network link or on an
end-to-end path. A network manager with administrative access to the router or switch connected to a
link of interest can measure some bandwidth metrics
directly. Specifically, a network administrator can simply read information associated with the router/switch
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(e.g., configuration parameters, nominal bit rate of the
link, average utilization, bytes or packets transmitted
over some time period) using the SNMP network management protocol. However, such access is typically
available only to administrators and not to end users.
End users, on the other hand, can only estimate the
bandwidth of links or paths from end-to-end measurements, without any information from network routers.
Even network administrators sometimes need to determine the bandwidth from hosts under their control
to hosts outside their infrastructures, and so they also
rely on end-to-end measurements. This paper focuses
on end-to-end bandwidth measurement techniques performed by the end hosts of a path without requiring
administrative access to intermediate routers along the
path.
Differences in terminology often obscure what
methodology is suitable for measuring which metric.
While all bandwidth estimation tools attempt to identify “bottlenecks” it is not always clear how to map
this vague notion of bandwidth to specific performance
metrics. In fact in some cases it is not clear whether
a particular methodology actually measures the bandwidth metric it claims to measure. Additionally, tools
employing similar methodologies may yield significantly different results. This paper clarifies which
metric each bandwidth measurement methodology estimates. We then present a taxonomy of major publicly available bandwidth measurement tools, including pathchar, pchar, nettimer, pathrate, and pathload,
commenting on their unique characteristics. Some
bandwidth estimation tools are also available commercially, such as AppareNet [1]. However the measurement methodology of commercial tools is not openly
known. Therefore we refrain from classifying them together with publicly available tools.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II defines key bandwidth-related metrics. The
most prevalent measurement methodologies for the estimation of these metrics are described in Section III.
Section IV presents a taxonomy of existing bandwidth
measurement tools. We summarize in Section V.
II. BANDWIDTH - RELATED

METRICS

In this section we introduce three bandwidth metrics: capacity, available bandwidth, and Bulk-TransferCapacity (BTC). The first two are defined both for individual links and end-to-end paths, while the BTC is
usually defined only for an end-to-end path.
In the following discussion we distinguish between

links at the data link layer (“layer-2”) and links at the IP
layer (“layer-3”). We call the former segments and the
latter hops. A segment normally corresponds to a physical point-to-point link, a virtual circuit, or to a shared
access local area network (e.g., an Ethernet collision
domain, or an FDDI ring). In contrast, a hop may consist of a sequence of one or more segments, connected
through switches, bridges, or other layer-2 devices. We
define an end-to-end path  from an IP host  (source)
to another host  (sink) as the sequence of hops that
connect  to  .
A. Capacity
A layer-2 link, or segment, can normally transfer
data at a constant bit rate, which is the transmission
rate of the segment. For instance, this rate is 10Mbps
on a 10BaseT Ethernet segment, and 1.544Mbps on a
T1 segment. The transmission rate of a segment is limited by both the physical bandwidth of the underlying
propagation medium as well as its electronic or optical
transmitter/receiver hardware.
At the IP layer a hop delivers a lower rate than its
nominal transmission rate due to the overhead of layer2 encapsulation and framing. Specifically, suppose that
the nominal capacity of a segment is  . The transmission time for an IP packet of size  bytes is






(1)

where   is the total layer-2 overhead (in bytes)
needed to encapsulate the IP packet. So the capacity
 of that segment at the IP layer is

  

"

 !  "  

 

(2)

Note that the IP layer capacity depends on the size
of the IP packet relative to the layer-2 overhead. For
the 10BaseT Ethernet, # is 10Mbps, and   is 38
bytes (18 bytes for the Ethernet header, 8 bytes for the
frame preamble, and the equivalent of 12 bytes for the
interframe gap). So the capacity that the hop can deliver to the IP layer is 7.24Mbps for 100-byte packets,
and 9.75Mbps for 1500-byte packets. Figure 1 shows
the fraction of layer-2 transmission rate delivered to the
IP layer as a function of packet size for Ethernet and
PPP layer-2 encapsulations. For PPP transmissions we
assume that the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
is 1500 bytes while the layer-2 overhead (without any
additional data-link encapsulation) is 8 bytes.
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Finally we note that some layer-2 technologies do
not operate with a constant transmission rate. For instance, IEEE 802.11b wireless LANs transmit their
frames at 11, 5.5, 2, or 1 Mbps, depending on the bit
error rate of the wireless medium. The previous definition of link capacity can be used for such technologies during time intervals in which the capacity remains
constant.
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Fig. 1. Fraction of segment capacity delivered to IP layer,
as a function of the packet size.



We define the capacity  of a hop to be the maximum possible IP layer transfer rate at that hop. From
equation (2) the maximum transfer rate at the IP layer
results from MTU-sized packets. So we define the capacity of a hop as the bit rate, measured at the IP layer,
at which the hop can transfer MTU-sized IP packets.
Extending the previous definition to a network path,
the capacity  of an end-to-end path is the maximum
IP layer rate that the path can transfer from source to
sink. In other words, the capacity of a path establishes
an upper bound on the IP layer throughput that a user
can expect to get from that path. The minimum link
capacity in the path determines the end-to-end capacity
 , i.e.,
(3)
!  

  



where  is the capacity of the -th hop, and  is the
number of hops in the path. The hop with the minimum
capacity is the narrow link on the path.
Some paths include traffic shapers or rate limiters,
complicating the definition of capacity. Specifically, a
traffic shaper at a link can transfer a “peak” rate  for
a certain burst length  , and a lower “sustained” rate
 for longer bursts. Since we view the capacity as an
upper bound on the rate that a path can transfer, it is
natural to define the capacity of such a link based on

the peak rate  rather than the sustained rate . On the
other hand, a rate limiter may deliver only a fraction
of its underlying segment capacity to an IP layer hop.
For example, ISPs often use rate limiters to share the
capacity of an OC-3 link among different customers,
charging each customer based on the magnitude of their
bandwidth share. In that case we define the capacity of
that hop to be the IP layer rate limit of that hop.

Another important metric is the available bandwidth
of a link or end-to-end path. The available bandwidth
of a link relates to the unused, or “spare”, capacity of
the link during a certain time period. So even though
the capacity of a link depends on the underlying transmission technology and propagation medium, the available bandwidth of a link additionally depends on the
traffic load at that link, and is typically a time-varying
metric.
At any specific instant in time, a link is either transmitting a packet at the full link capacity or it is idle,
so the instantaneous utilization of a link can only be ei"
ther  or . Thus any meaningful definition of available
bandwidth requires time averaging of the instantaneous
utilization over the time interval of interest. The average utilization 
  ! for a time period "  is
given by

 # 

" $&%
 %('*) +,.-/+

(4)

where +0 is the instantaneous available bandwidth
of the link at time + . We refer to the time length 
as the averaging timescale of the available bandwidth.
Figure 2 illustrates this averaging effect. In this examutilization
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Fig. 2. Instantaneous utilization for a link during a time
period (0,T).

ple the link is used during 8 out of 20 time intervals between 0 and 1 , yielding an average utilization of 40%.
Let us now define the available bandwidth of a hop
 over
a certain time interval. If 2 is the capacity of

hop and  is the average utilization of that hop in the
given time interval, the average available bandwidth 34
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of hop is given by the unutilized fraction of capacity,

 " " 
3

(5)

Extending the previous definition to an  -hop path, the
available bandwidth of the end-to-end path is the minimum available bandwidth of all  hops,
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contrast, the capacity of a path typically remains constant for long time intervals, e.g., until routing changes
or link upgrades occur. Therefore the capacity of a path
does not need to be measured as quickly as the available bandwidth.
C. TCP Throughput & Bulk transfer capacity (BTC)

Another key bandwidth-related metric in TCP/IP
networks is the throughput of a TCP connection. TCP
The hop with the minimum available bandwidth is is the major transport protocol in the Internet, carrying
almost 90% of the traffic [2]. A TCP throughput metric
called the tight link 1 of the end-to-end path.
Figure 3 shows a “pipe model with fluid traffic” rep- would thus be of great interest to end users.
Unfortunately it is not easy to define the expected
resentation of a network path, where each link is reprethroughput
of a TCP connection. Several factors may
sented by a pipe. The width of each pipe corresponds
to the relative capacity of the corresponding link. The influence TCP throughput, including transfer size, type
shaded area of each pipe shows the utilized part of of cross traffic (UDP or TCP), number of competthat link’s capacity, while the unshaded area shows the ing TCP connections, TCP socket buffer sizes at both
spare capacity. The minimum link capacity  in this sender and receiver sides, congestion along reverse
example determines the end-to-end capacity, while the (ACK) path, as well as size of router buffers and capacminimum available bandwidth 3 determines the end- ity and load of each link in the network path. Variations
to-end available bandwidth. As shown in Figure 3, the in the specification and implementation of TCP, such as
narrow link of a path may not be the same as the tight NewReno [3], Reno, or Tahoe, use of SACKs [4] versus
cumulative ACKs, selection of the initial window size
link.
[5],
and several other parameters also affect the TCP


throughput.


For instance, the throughput of a small transfer such
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slow-start
mechanism of TCP, rather than on available
                    
       
              
bandwidth of the path. Furthermore, the throughput of
              
a large TCP transfer over a certain network path can
Fig. 3. Pipe model with fluid traffic for 3-hop network path. vary significantly when using different versions of TCP
even if the available bandwidth is the same.
Several methodologies for measuring available
The Bulk-Transfer-Capacity (BTC) [6] defines a
bandwidth make the assumption that the link utiliza- metric that represents the achievable throughput by a
tion remains constant when averaged over time, i.e., TCP connection. BTC is the maximum throughput obthey assume a stationary traffic load on the network tainable by a single TCP connection. The connection
path. While this assumption is reasonable over rela- must implement all TCP congestion control algorithms
tively short time intervals, diurnal load variations will as specified in RFC 2581 [7]. However, RFC 2581
impact measurements made over longer time intervals. leaves some implementation details open, so a BTC
Also note that constant average utilization (stationar- measurement should also specify in detail several other
ity) does not preclude traffic variability (burstiness) or important parameters about the exact implementation
long-range dependency effects.
(or emulation) of TCP at the end hosts [6].
Since the average available bandwidth can change
Note that the BTC and available bandwidth are funover time it is important to measure it quickly. This is damentally different metrics. BTC is TCP-specific
especially true for applications that use available band- whereas the available bandwidth metric does not dewidth measurements to adapt their transmission rate. In pend on a specific transport protocol. The BTC depends on how TCP shares bandwidth with other TCP
We choose to avoid the term bottleneck link because it has been
used in the past to refer to both the link with the minimum capacity flows, while the available bandwidth metric assumes
as well as the link with the minimum available bandwidth.
that the average traffic load remains constant and es(6)
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timates the additional bandwidth that a path can offer
before its tight link is saturated. To illustrate this point
suppose that a single-link path with capacity  is saturated by a single TCP connection. The available bandwidth in this path would be zero
due to path saturation,

if the BTC connection
but the BTC would be about 
has the same RTT as the previous TCP connection.
III. BANDWIDTH

ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

This section describes existing bandwidth measurement techniques for estimating capacity and available
bandwidth in individual hops and end-to-end paths. We
focus on four major techniques: Variable Packet Size
(VPS) probing, Packet Pair/Train Dispersion (PPTD),
Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS), and Trains of
Packet Pairs (TOPP). VPS estimates the capacity of
individual hops, PPTD estimates end-to-end capacity,
and SLoPS and TOPP estimate end-to-end available
bandwidth. There is no currently known technique to
measure available bandwidth of individual hops.
In the following we assume that during the measurement of a path  its route remains the same and its traffic load is stationary. Dynamic changes in the routing
or load can create errors in any measurement methodology. Unfortunately most currently available tools do
not check for dynamic route or load changes during the
measurement process.
A. Variable Packet Size (VPS) probing
VPS probing aims to measure the capacity of each
hop along a path. Bellovin [8] and Jacobson [9] were
the first to propose and explore the VPS methodology.
Subsequent work improved the technique in several
ways [10], [11], [12]. The key element of the technique
is to measure the RTT from the source to each hop of
the path as a function of the probing packet size. VPS
uses the Time-To-Live (TTL) field of the IP header to
force probing packets to expire at a particular hop. The
router at that hop discards the probing packets, returning ICMP “Time-exceeded” error messages back to the
source. The source uses the received ICMP packets to
measure the RTT to that hop.
The RTT to each hop consists of three delay components in the forward and reverse paths: serialization
delays, propagation delays, and queueing delays. The
serialization delay of a packet of size at a link of
transmission rate  is the time to transmit the packet
on the link, equal to
 . The propagation delay of a
packet at a link is the time it takes for each bit of the
packet to traverse the link, and is independent of the

packet size. Finally, queuing delays can occur in the
buffers of routers or switches when there is contention
at the input or output ports of these devices.
VPS sends multiple probing packets of a given size
from the sending host to each layer-3 device along the
path. The technique assumes that at least one of these
packets, together with the ICMP reply that it generates,
will not encounter any queueing delays. Therefore the
minimum RTT that is measured for each packet size
will consist of two terms: a delay that is independent of
packet size and mostly due to propagation delays, and a
term proportional to the packet size due to serialization
delays at each link along the packet’s path. Specifically,
the minimum RTT 1 
for a given packet size up

to hop is expected to be

1 








 
 

 

(7)


where:
 : capacity of % hop,
 : delays up to hop that do not depend on the probing packet size ,

 : slope of minimum RTT up to hop against probing packet size , given by



"
 

(8)

Note that all ICMP replies have the same size, independent of , and thus the  term includes their serialization delay along with the sum of all propagation delays
in the forward and reverse paths.
The minimum RTT measurements for each packet

size up to hop estimates the term  , as in Figure 4.
Repeating the minimum RTT measurement for each

"    , the capacity estimate at each hop
hop
 along the forward path is:






"



'

(9)

Figure 4 illustrates the VPS technique for the first hop
of a path. The slope of the linear interpolation of the
minimum RTT measurements is the inverse of the capacity estimate at that hop.
Unfortunately VPS probing may yield significant capacity underestimation errors if the measured path includes store-and-forward layer-2 switches [13]. Such
devices introduce serialization delays of the
 type
but they do not generate ICMP TTL-expired replies because they are not visible at the IP layer. Modifying
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where  is the end-to-end capacity of the path. Thus
the receiver can estimate the path capacity from 

0.375
.
RTT
Minimum RTT
Admittedly the assumption that the path is empty of
Linear fit
any
other traffic (referred to here as “cross traffic”) is
0.25
0
200
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1600
far from realistic. Even worse, cross traffic can either

Probing packet size (Bytes)
increase or decrease the dispersion
, causing underestimation
or
overestimation,
respectively,
of the path
Fig. 4. RTT measurements, minimum RTTs, and the leastsquares linear fit of the minimum RTTs for the first hop capacity. Capacity underestimation occurs if cross traffic packets are transmitted between the probing packet
of a path.
pair at a specific link, increasing the dispersion to more
than  . Capacity overestimation occurs if cross trafVPS probing to avoid such errors remains an active refic delays the first probe packet of a packet pair more
search problem [12].
than the second packet at a link that follows the path’s
narrow
link.
B. Packet Pair/Train Dispersion (PPTD) probing
Sending many packet pairs and using statistical
Packet pair probing is used to measure the end-to- methods to filter out erroneous bandwidth measureend capacity of a path. The source sends multiple ments mitigates the effects of cross traffic. Unfortupacket pairs to the receiver. Each packet pair consists nately standard statistical approaches such as estimatof two packets of the same size sent back-to-back. The ing the median or the mode of the packet pair meadispersion of a packet pair at a specific link of the path surements do not always lead to correct estimation
is the time distance between the last bit of each packet. [17]. Figure 6 illustrates why, showing 1000 packet
Packet pair techniques originate from seminal work by pair measurements at a path from Univ-Wisconsin to
Jacobson [14], Keshav [15], and Bolot [16].
CAIDA (UCSD), for which the path capacity is 100
Figure 5 shows the dispersion of a packet pair before Mbps. Note that most of the measurements underestiand after the packet pair goes through a link of capacity mate the capacity while the correct measurements form
 assuming that the link does not carry other traffic. If only a local mode in the histogram. Identifying the correct capacity-related mode is a challenging task.
Router
∆ in
∆ out
Several other methodologies proposed in the literCi
ature perform capacity estimation using packet pair
L
L
L
L
measurements [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. [18] proIncoming packet pair
Outgoing packet pair
poses union and intersection statistical filtering as well
as variable-sized packets to reduce the intensity of
Fig. 5. Packet pair dispersion.
sub-capacity local modes. [19] proposes an elaborate
Packet Bunch Method (PBM) driven by the intensity
a link of capacity  connects the source to the path
of local modes in the packet pair bandwidth distribuand the probing packets are of size , the dispersion of
tion. [20] uses kernel density estimation instead of his=  . In general
the packet pair at that first link is
tograms to detect the mode of the packet pair distribuif the dispersion prior to a link of capacity  is  ,
tion. [17] analyzes the local modes of the packet pair
the dispersion after the link will be
distribution and also used a lower bound of the path capacity measured with long packet trains. Finally, [21]
 % 
(10) uses delay variations instead of packet pair dispersion,
   
and peak detection rather than local mode detection.
assuming again that there is no other traffic on that link. No investigation into the relative merits and drawbacks
0.5
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packet train at that link. The expected value of 

of these techniques has occurred to date.
Packet size: 1500 bytes
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Fig. 6. Histogram of capacity measurements from 1000
packet pair experiments in a 100Mbps path.

Packet train probing extends packet pair probing by
using multiple back-to-back packets. The dispersion of
a packet train at a link is the amount of time between
the last bit of the first and last packets. After the re " for
ceiver measures the end-to-end dispersion
a packet train of length , it calculates a dispersion
rate  as
"


 
 "

(12)

What is the physical meaning of this dispersion rate? If
the path has no cross traffic the dispersion rate will be
equal to the path capacity, the same as with packet pair
probing. However, cross traffic can render the dispersion rate significantly lower than the capacity.
To illustrate this effect consider the case of a twohop path. The source sends packet trains of length
through an otherwise empty link of capacity  . The
probing packets have a size of bytes. The second
link has a capacity    , and carries cross traffic at an average rate of    . We assume that
the links use First-Come First-Served (FCFS) buffers.
The dispersion of the packet train after the first link is
  "  , while the train dispersion after
the second link is



  "















is
(14)

and so the average dispersion rate that the receiver measures is

100

0
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(13)

where   is the amount of cross traffic (in bytes) that
will arrive at the second link during the arrival of the





  "



"  




(15)

As the train length
increases, the variance in the

amount of cross traffic  that interferes with the probing packet train decreases, bringing the dispersion rate

that the receiver measures closer to its expected

value   .
Equation (15) shows the following important proper
ties for the mean dispersion rate   . First, if   ,

  is less than the path capacity. Second,
  is
not related to the available bandwidth in the path (as
  
was previously assumed in [18]), which is 3
in this example. In fact, it is easy to show that  
is larger than the available bandwidth (    3 ) if

 . Finally,   is independent of the packet
train length . However,
affects the variance of
the measured dispersion rate  around its mean   ,
with longer packet trains (larger ) reducing the variance in  .
PPTD probing techniques typically require doubleended measurements, with measurement software running at both the source and the sink of the path. It is
also possible to perform PPTD measurements without
access at the sink, by forcing the receiver to send some
form of error message (such as ICMP port-unreachable
or TCP RST packets) in response to each probe packet.
In that case the reverse path capacities and cross traffic
may affect the results.
C. Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS)
SLoPS is a recent measurement methodology for
measuring end-to-end available bandwidth [22]. The
source sends a number  100 of equal-sized packets
(a “periodic packet stream”) to the receiver at a certain
rate  . The methodology involves monitoring variations in the one way delays of the probing packets. If
the stream rate  is greater than the path’s available
bandwidth 3 , the stream will cause a short term overload in the queue of the tight link. One way delays of
the probing packets will keep increasing as each packet
of the stream queues up at the tight link. On the other
hand, if the stream rate  is lower than the available
bandwidth 3 , the probing packets will go through the
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Fig. 7. One way delays increase when the stream rate
is larger than the available bandwidth , but do not increase when is lower than .





In SLoPS the sender attempts to bring the stream rate

close to the available bandwidth 3 , following an iterative algorithm similar to binary search. The sender
probes the path with successive packet trains of different rates, while the receiver notifies the sender about
the one-way delay trend of each stream. The sender
also makes sure that the network carries no more than
one stream at any time. Also the sender creates a silent
period between successive streams in order to keep the
average probing traffic rate to less than 10% of the
available bandwidth on the path.
The available bandwidth estimate 3 may vary during the measurements. SLoPS detects such variations
when it notices that the one-way delays of a stream do
not show a clear increasing or non-increasing trend. In
that case the methodology reports a grey region, which
is related to the variation range of 3 during the measurements.
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(17)

TOPP estimates the available bandwidth 3 to be the
  
maximum offered rate such that 
. Equation
(17) is used to estimate the capacity  from the slope
 

of 
versus  .





A : Available bandwidth
C : Capacity
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Offered Bandwidth R o

D. Trains of Packet Pairs (TOPP)
Melander et al. proposed a measurement methodology to estimate the available bandwidth of a network
path [23], [24]. TOPP sends many packet pairs at gradually increasing rates from the source to the sink. Suppose that a packet pair is sent from the source with initial dispersion
. The probing packets have a size of
bytes and thus the offered rate of the packet pair is



. If  is more than the end-to-end available bandwidth 3 , the second probing packet will be
queued behind the first probing packet, and the mea
sured rate at the receiver will be 

. On the


other hand, if 
3 , TOPP assumes that the packet

pair will arrive at the receiver with the same rate it had

. Note that this basic idea is
at the sender, i.e., 










analogous to SLoPS. In fact most of the differences between the two methods are related to the statistical processing of the measurements. Also, TOPP increases the
offered rate linearly, while SLoPS uses a binary search
to adjust the offered rate. An important difference between TOPP and SLoPS is that TOPP can also estimate
the capacity of the tight link of the path. Note that this
capacity may be higher than the capacity of the path, if
the narrow and tight links are different.
To illustrate TOPP, consider a single-link path with
capacity  , available bandwidth 3 , and average cross
traffic rate  
pairs
  3 . TOPP sends packet

with an increasing offered rate  . When  becomes
larger than 3 , the measured rate of the packet pair at
the receiver will be

Offered/Measured Bandwidth Ro /Rm

path without causing an increasing backlog at the tight
link and their one way delays will not increase. Figure
7 illustrates the two cases.

Fig. 8. Offered bandwidth over measured bandwidth in
TOPP for a single-hop path.






In paths with multiple links, the 
curve may
show multiple slope changes due to queueing at links
having higher available bandwidth than 3 . Unfortunately the estimation of bandwidth characteristics at
those links depends on their sequencing in the path
[24].

E. Other bandwidth estimation methodologies
Several other bandwidth estimation methodologies
have been proposed in the last few years. We cannot
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present these methodologies in detail due to space contraints. In summary, [25] defines the “available capacity” as the amount of data that can be inserted in the
network in order to meet some permissible delay. The
estimation methodology of [26] estimates the available
bandwidth of a path if queueing delays occur only at
the tight link. [27] estimates the utilization of a single bottleneck, assuming Poisson arrivals and either exponentially distributed or constant packet sizes. [28]
and [29] propose available bandwidth estimation techniques similar to SLoPS and TOPP but using different
packet stream patterns and focusing on reducing measurement latency. Finally, [30] uses packet dispersion
techniques to measure the capacity of targeted subpaths
in a path.
IV. TAXONOMY

OF BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION
TOOLS

This section provides a taxonomy of all publicly
available bandwidth estimation tools known to the authors. Table I gives the names of these tools together
with the target bandwidth metric they try to estimate
and the basic methodology used. Due to space constraints we do not provide URLs for these tools, but
they can be found with any web search engine. An
up-to-date taxonomy of network measurement tools is
maintained on-line at [31].
A. Per-hop capacity estimation tools
These tools use the VPS probing technique to estimate the capacity of each hop in the path. The minimum of all hop estimates is the end-to-end capacity.
These tools require superuser privileges because they
need access to raw-IP sockets to read ICMP messages.
Pathchar was the first tool to implement VPS probing, opening the area of bandwidth estimation research.
This tool was written by Van Jacobson and released in
1997 [9]. Its source code is not publicly available.
Clink provides an open source tool to perform
VPS probing. The original tool runs only on Linux.
Clink differs from pathchar by using an “even-odd”
technique [10] to generate interval capacity estimates.
Also, when encountering a routing instability, clink collects data for all the paths it encounters until one of the
paths generates enough data to yield a statistically significant estimate.
Pchar is another open source implementation of
VPS probing. Libpcap is used to obtain kernel-level
timestamps. Pchar provides three different linear regression algorithms to obtain the slope of the mini-

mum RTT measurements against the probing packet
size. Different types of probing packets are supported,
and the tool is portable to most Unix platforms.
B. End-to-end capacity estimation tools
These tools attempt to estimate the capacity of the
narrow link along an end-to-end path. Most of them
use the packet pair dispersion technique.
Bprobe uses packet pair dispersion to estimate the
capacity of a path. The original tool uses SGI-specific
utilities to obtain high resolution timestamps and to
set a high priority for the tool process. Bprobe processes packet pair measurements with an interesting
“union and intersection filtering” technique, in an attempt to discard packet pair measurements affected by
cross traffic. In addition, bprobe uses variable-sized
probing packets to improve the accuracy of the tool
when cross traffic packets are of a few fixed sizes (such
as 40, 576, or 1500 bytes). Bprobe requires access only
at the sender side of a path, because the target host
(receiver) responds to the sender’s ICMP-echo packets
with ICMP-echo replies. Unfortunately ICMP replies
are sometimes rate-limited to avoid denial-of-service
attacks, negatively impacting measurement accuracy.
Nettimer can run either as a VPS probing tool, or
as a packet pair tool. However, the documentation on
how to use it as a VPS tool is not available and so it
is primarily known as a capacity estimation packet pair
tool. Nettimer uses a sophisticated statistical technique
called kernel density estimation to process packet pair
measurements. A kernel density estimator identifies
the dominant mode in the distribution of packet pair
measurements without assuming a certain origin for the
bandwidth distribution, overcoming the corresponding
limitation of histogram-based techniques.
Pathrate collects many packet pair measurements
using various probing packet sizes. Analyzing the distribution of the resulting measurements reveals all local modes, one of which typically relates to the capacity of the path. Then pathrate uses long packet trains
to estimate the dispersion rate  of the path.  is
never larger than the capacity, and so provides a reliable lower bound on the path capacity. Eventually
pathrate estimates  as the strongest local mode in the
packet pair bandwidth distribution that is larger than
 . Pathrate does not require superuser privileges but
requires software installation at both end hosts of the
path.
Sprobe is a lightweight capacity estimation tool that
provides a quick capacity estimate. The tool runs only
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Tool
pathchar
clink
pchar
bprobe
nettimer
pathrate
sprobe
cprobe
pathload
IGI
pathChirp
treno
cap
ttcp
Iperf
Netperf

Author
Jacobson
Downey
Mah
Carter
Lai
Dovrolis-Prasad
Saroiu
Carter
Jain-Dovrolis
Hu
Ribeiro
Mathis
Allman
Muuss
NLANR
NLANR

Measurement metric
Per-hop Capacity
Per-hop Capacity
Per-hop Capacity
End-to-End Capacity
End-to-End Capacity
End-to-End Capacity
End-to-End Capacity
End-to-End Available-bw
End-to-End Available-bw
End-to-End Available-bw
End-to-End Available-bw
Bulk Transfer Capacity
Bulk Transfer Capacity
Achievable TCP throughput
Achievable TCP throughput
Achievable TCP throughput

Methodology
Variable Packet Size
Variable Packet Size
Variable Packet Size
Packet Pairs
Packet Pairs
Packet Pairs & Trains
Packet Pairs
Packet Trains
Self-Loading Periodic Streams
Self-Loading Periodic Streams
Self-Loading Packet Chirps
Emulated TCP throughput
Standardized TCP throughput
TCP connection
Parallel TCP connections
Parallel TCP connections

TABLE I
TAXONOMY

OF PUBLICLY AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION TOOLS

at the source of the path. To measure the capacity of the
forward path from the source to a remote host, sprobe
sends a few packet pairs (normally TCP SYN packets)
to the remote host. The remote host replies with TCP
RST packets, allowing the sender to estimate the packet
pair dispersion in the forward path. If the remote hosts
runs a web or gnutella server, the tool can estimate the
capacity in the reverse path – from the remote host to
the source – by initiating a short file transfer from the
remote host and analyzing the dispersion of the packet
pairs that TCP sends during slow start.

average available bandwidth during the measurements
while the range itself estimates the variation of available bandwidth during the measurements.
More recently, two new tools have been proposed
for available bandwidth estimation: IGI [29] and
pathChirp [28]. These tools modify the ‘self-loading’
methodology of TOPP or SLoPS, using different probing packet stream patterns. The main objective in
IGI and pathChirp is to achieve similar accuracy with
pathload but with shorter measurement latency.
D. TCP throughput and BTC measurement tools

C. Available bandwidth estimation tools
Cprobe was the first tool to attempt to measure endto-end available bandwidth. Cprobe measures the dispersion of a train of eight maximum-sized packets.
However, it has been previously shown [17], [23] that
the dispersion of long packet trains measures the “dispersion rate”, which is not the same as the end-to-end
available bandwidth. In general the dispersion rate depends on all links in the path as well as on the train’s
initial rate. In contrast the available bandwidth only
depends on the tight link of the path.
Pathload implements the SLoPS methodology.
Pathload requires access to both ends of the path, but
does not require superuser privileges because it only
sends UDP packets. Pathload reports a range rather
than a single estimate. The center of this range is the

Treno was the first tool to measure the BTC of a
path. Treno does not perform an actual TCP transfer
but instead emulates TCP by sending UDP packets to
the receiver, forcing the receiver to reply with ICMP
port-unreachable messages. In this way Treno does not
require access at the remote end of the path. As with
bprobe, the fact that ICMP replies are sometimes ratelimited can negatively affect the accuracy of Treno.
Cap is the first canonical implementation of the
BTC measurement methodology. The National Internet Measurement Infrastructure (NIMI) [32] uses cap
to estimate the BTC of a path. It has been recently
shown that cap is more accurate than Treno in measuring BTC [33]. Cap uses UDP packets to emulate both
the TCP data and ACK segments, and it requires access
at both ends of the measured path.
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TTCP, NetPerf, and Iperf are all benchmarking
tools that use large TCP transfers to measure the
achievable throughput in an end-to-end path. The user
can control the socket buffer sizes and thus the maximum window size for the transfer. TTCP (Test TCP)
was written in 1984 while the more recent NetPerf and
Iperf have improved the measurement process and can
handle multiple parallel transfers. All three tools require access at both ends of the path but do not require
superuser privileges.
E. Intrusiveness of bandwidth estimation tools
We close this section with a note on the intrusiveness
of bandwidth estimation tools. All active measurement
tools inject probing traffic in the network and thus are
all intrusive to some degree. Here we make a first attempt to quantify this concept. Specifically, we say that
an active measurement tool is intrusive when its average probing traffic rate during the measurement process is significant compared to the available bandwidth
in the path.
VPS tools that send one probing packet and wait for
an ICMP reply before sending the next are particularly
non-intrusive since their traffic rate is a single packet
per round-trip time. PPTD tools, or available bandwidth measurement tools, create short traffic bursts of
high rate – sometimes higher than the available bandwidth in the path. These bursts however last for only
a few milliseconds, with large silent periods between
successive probing streams. Thus the average probing
traffic rate of these tools is typically a small fraction
of the available bandwidth. For instance, the average
probing rate in pathload is typically less than 10% of
the available bandwidth. BTC tools can be classified
as intrusive because they capture all of the available
bandwidth for the duration of the measurements. On
the other hand, BTC tools use TCP, or emulate TCP,
and thus react to congestion in a TCP-friendly manner,
while most of the VPS or PPTD tools do not implement
congestion control and thus may have a greater impact
on the background flows. The benefits of bandwidth estimation must always be weighed against the cost and
overhead of the measurements.

art in bandwidth estimation techniques, reviewing metrics and methodologies employed and the tools that
implement them. Several challenges remain. First,
the accuracy of bandwidth estimation techniques must
be improved, especially in high bandwidth paths (e.g.,
greater than 500Mbps). Second, bandwidth estimation
tools and techniques in this paper assume that routers
serve packets in a First-Come First-Served (FCFS)
manner. It is not clear how these techniques will perform in routers with multiple queues, e.g., for different
classes of service or in routers with virtual-output input queues. Finally, much work remains on how to best
use bandwidth estimates to support applications, middleware, routing, and traffic engineering techniques, in
order to improve end-to-end performance and enable
new services.
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